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BUILDING, IN PARTICULARA DWELLING, 
AND METHOD OF ERECTING IT 

0001. The present invention relates to a building, in par 
ticular for use as a private home or office. It also relates to a 
method of assembly. The invention concerns in particular 
buildings in the category of lightweight homes permitting a 
simplified and rapid construction. 
0002 The invention preferably concerns those buildings 
with a basic structure mainly constructed of wood but they 
can also be constructed of metal beams. 

0003. The problems encountered by these buildings are of 
several types. 
0004 Firstly, these buildings quite often do not present the 
same robustness which is obtained when constructing a tra 
ditional home using materials which are not only heavy but 
also more time consuming in their use (cement, breeze 
blocks, iron bars.) 
0005. Another problem arises during construction due to 
the number of people required for the assembly of the struc 
ture and the cost of labor required by the very nature of the 
assemblies which are necessary to the solidarity of the con 
struction. 

0006. The bracing of the structure and consequently the 
resistance to harsh weather conditions is also a problem for 
these lightweight homes. To this effect, it is quite often nec 
essary to initially put together the four walls and then the roof 
so that the structure is self-stable and correctly braced. The 
weight of the roof frame and the roof is distributed overall the 
walls. The solidarity of the structure essentially depends 
therefore on the quality of the liaison between the walls and 
the ground, between the walls themselves and on the liaison 
between the walls and the various elements making up the 
roof frame and the roof. 

0007 Thus, during severe meteorological conditions, for 
example very high winds in tropical latitudes, the roof and its 
framework are primarily affected and in particular the joints 
with the walls with, in extreme cases, a roof being blown apart 
from the walls. During earth tremors or more simply earth 
motions, it is the walls which are primarily required to further 
support the weight of the roof with a risk therefore of a roof 
crushing the walls when their bracing will be no longer 
adequate. 
0008. The present invention proposes a solution to all of 
these problems through means of a structure which is 
assembled from easily transportable modular elements and 
through means of a system of assembly which permits the 
erection of a self-supporting structure, braced and moreover 
rendering the structure of the walls completely connected to 
those of the roof frame and therefore the roof. 

0009. This structure, thus assembled, fixed to the ground, 
receives in a second stage, prefabricated cladding panels pro 
viding the acoustic and thermal insulation necessary for the 
building. 
0010 Moreover, most of these elements being suitable for 
pre-assembly in the workshop, the on-site assembly of the 
building is rapid, being able to be carried out by a smaller 
workforce, in the extreme by one person, resulting in reduced 
COStS. 

0011. The invention ensures that a bracing of all the ele 
ments constituting the structure of the walls is connected to 
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those of the roof frame. The rigidity thus conferred to the 
whole building comes closer to that which is obtained in the 
case of a traditional home. 
0012. The building in the invention uses primarily col 
umns, facade and gable frames, purlins, rafters and, prefer 
ably fixing wall and/or column shoes to solve this problem. 
0013. According to the invention, the simple and efficient 
bracing is obtained by placing the rafters and or the purlins 
above the columns, between the frames which are themselves 
fixed to the columns. 
0014. The object of the invention is therefore a building 
with, in preference over a floor, walls comprising of one or 
several frames linked on both sides to columns and a roof 
formed by a structure comprising one or several purlins and or 
rafters, characterised in that one purlin and or one rafter sits 
respectively on one column and are held in place laterally 
between two vertical members, fixed on the column and each 
belonging to a frame. 
0015 The object of the invention is also a method of 
assembling a building with, in preference over a floor, walls 
comprising of one or several frames linked on both sides to 
columns and a roof formed by a structure comprising one or 
several purlins and or rafters, characterised in that, in this 
order: 

0016 the gable and facade columns are erected one 
after another, each one fixed to the ground by a fixing 
shoe, 

0017 the gable and facade frames are put next to each 
other and fixed to the columns, 

0.018 a ridge purlin is placed on two central columns of 
the gables and between two gable frame vertical mem 
bers, 

0.019 rafters are placed against the ridge purlin, over a 
facade column and between the vertical members of the 
facade frames. 

0020. The invention will be more easily understood when 
reading the following description and studying the accompa 
nying drawings. These are only presented as an indication and 
are not limitative to the invention. 
0021 FIG. 1: represents a general view of the building in 
the invention. 
0022 FIG. 2: represents a gable view of the structure in the 
invention having a ridge purlin. 
0023 FIGS. 3 and 4: represent respectively in profile and 
in cross-section views of the process of assembling the frames 
and columns using nuts and threaded rods. 
0024 FIG. 1 represents a building according to the inven 
tion. This building comprises columns 1 between which sit 
the facade frames 2. Rafters 3 suspended from a ridge 4 purlin 
are placed on the columns 1. 
0025. A facade frame 2, comprises a lower 5 member, an 
upper 6 member and, possibly, intermediate crossbeams 7. 
These intermediate crossbeams 7 are placed at regular inter 
vals between each of the two vertical 8 members of the facade 
2 frame. The fixing of the cross beams 7 onto the vertical 
members is done, for example, using the tenon and mortise 
technique. The crossbeams 7 are designed to rigidify and to 
brace the facade 2 frames as well as the frames on the gable of 
the building. 
0026. A rafter 3 is fixed according to various techniques: 
on the ridge 4 purlin, or directly through a socket joint or lying 
on a sag bar 4.1 or connected in a metallic fitting fixed and 
screwed against the ridge 4 purlin. 
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0027. This rafter end fixed on to the ridge 4 purlin is 
bevelled in order to give the rafters 3 the same slope as the 
roof. 
0028. Thus, it is according to this same cross angle that a 
summit 9 of a column 1 receiving the second end of the rafter 
3 will also be bevelled in order that the underside of the rafter 
3 rests on its summit 9 while giving it the desired roof slope. 
0029. The beveling of the summit 9 of a facade column can 
also be done in advance in the workshop, based on the slope 
of the roof covering. 
0030. A facade frame 2 is fixed, along its two vertical 8 
members, between two facade columns. Thus the width (lp) 
corresponding with the column 1 section according to a par 
allel axe of the rafter and perpendicular to the ridge purlin 
corresponds, according to the same axe, to the width (lc) 
corresponding with a vertical member of the facade 2 frame. 
It is however possible, according to one variation, to have a 
width (lc) of the vertical 8 member of the frame2 smaller than 
that (lp) of the column, this, for example, in order to leave 
room for the width of a cladding and therefore leave the 
facade of a column on view in the form of half-timbering. But 
according to another variation, this vertical 8 member of the 
column 2 can have a width greater to that (lp) of the column. 
0031. A column 1, being set on the ground, is preferably 
kept firmly in place using a shoe 10, for example metallic, 
itself solidly set in the ground or in the floor of the building. 
This makes it easy to erect each column 1 before these are 
themselves fixed to a frame 2. A fixing 10 shoe also prevents 
direct contact between the column and the ground and con 
sequently prevents damp from rising. 
0032. In the same way, the facade frames 2 as well as the 
gable frames 12 do not sit directly on the ground but on a piece 
11 of wood sandwiched equally between two facade 1 col 
umns or between two gable 14 columns. 
0033. This piece 11 has a thickness (e) noticeably equal to 
that of the fixing shoe 10 of a column and is, in the same way, 
set and screwed into the ground. The width of this piece 11 is 
noticeably identical to that of the columns 1 and 14. This 
piece 11 also serves to prevent rising damp in the structure of 
the facade frame 2 in particular through its lower member but 
also to absorb, in part, any eventual ground constraints. 
0034 Each rafter 3 is supported by a column 1, a vertical 
8 member of a facade 2 frame is fixed along the lateral part of 
this same column 1. A vertical 8 member of a second facade 
2 frame is fixed on the second lateral part of the column 1 
opposite to the first and also parallel to the longitudinal axe of 
the rafter 3. The respective surfaces 6.1 and 8.1 of the upper 
side of the upper 6 member and the upperside of the vertical 
8 member of each frame is therefore flush with the upperside 
of 3.1 of the rafter. The rafter 3 is therefore held laterally 
between the two members 8. 
0035 FIG. 2 shows the summit of a gable of the building 
in the invention. On this figure, two gable 12 frames have one 
of their members fixed respectively on one of the two faces of 
a central 13 column on which the ridge 4 purlin is sitting. The 
plane of these faces is angled in accordance with the longitu 
dinal axe of the ridge purlin. The second vertical (8) member 
of each of the two gable (12) frames is fixed respectively on a 
gable 14 column. 
0036. The upper 15 member of each of the two gable 12 
frames follows a slope identical to that of the roof structure. 
This member presents a surface defined by its length and its 
width facing towards the ground and a surface according to its 
length and its thickness parallel to the gable. The width (lm) 
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of this member 15 is identical to the width (lc) of a gable 
frame 12 vertical 8 member and in preference to the width of 
the surface of the gable 14 column perpendicular to the gable 
Surface. 
0037. The intersection of the vertical 8 member of a gable 
frame 12 and its upper 15 member placed and fixed against 
the side of the ridge 4 purlin, comes to an end, in preference, 
at the Summit of this same ridge 4 purlin. Thus the complete 
height H of the ridge purlin sitting on the central 13 column is 
completely framed and held laterally between two vertical 8 
members each belonging to a gable frame 12. 
0038. It is possible in one variation of the invention that 
this upper end of a gable frame 12 could not come to an end 
at the Summit of the ridge purlin but, for example, at two 
thirds of the way in order to leave sufficient room for the 
thickness of prefabricated panels used for the final roof cov 
ering. This space can also make it possible to place an addi 
tional rafter 3 covering the whole upperside of a gable, that is 
the upperside of the upper 15 members of the frames as well 
as the upperside of the gable columns 14. This additional 
rafter thus increases the rigidity of the gable. 
0039. According to the invention, the width of the central 
13 column in the gable surface is identical to the thickness (e) 
of the ridge 4 purlin. According to a variation similar to that 
given for the facade 2 frames, a width (lc) of a gable frame 
vertical 8 member can be smaller than the width of a gable 14 
column, width situated in a surface perpendicular to the gable 
surface and on which the gable 12 frame is fixed. 
0040. Therefore, a space corresponding to the thickness of 
a possible cladding panel for gable frames can be left thus 
leaving visible, once in place, the width of a gable 14 column 
in the surface of the gable, like half-timbering on the gable. In 
this case, the Surface of the cladding panel is noticeably flush 
to the visible surface of the column 14 on the external gable 
face of the building. 
0041. The surfaces respectively corresponding to the 
upperside of an upper 15 member and the vertical 8 member 
of the gable frame 12, the upperside 3.1 of a rafter 3 and the 
summit 14.1 of a gable column 14 are flush and sloped 
according to the slope of the roof. 
0042. In order that, the prefabricated panels are fixed, for 
example screwed from above or fixed with fixing brackets 
from underneath, on the rafters 3 and other upper 6 and 15 
members respectively of the frame 2 and 12 in order to form 
the roof. The gable and facade frames are pre-assembled and 
include two vertical members 8, a lowerhorizontal 5 member 
and an upper member 6, 15. Horizontal cross beams 7 are 
assembled between the two vertical 8 members. These cross 
beams 7 are designed to improve the rigidity of the frame. 
0043. The columns 1, 13 and 14 are designed to transfer 
the entire weight of the roof to the ground, this, bearing the 
weight of the purlins 4, the rafters 3 or other carrying elements 
forming the roof frame. 
0044) The structure of the building does not require foun 
dations. The columns are firstly erected and then fixed to 
metallic shoes 10, themselves solidly fastened in the ground 
or the floor. These columns 1, 13 and 14 are, initially, by 
means of the shoes 10, easily erected around the periphery of 
the building according to, in one simplified example, two 
gables and two facades. It is nonetheless possible to design 
buildings which include more than two gables or facades. 
0045. The positioning of a column in relation to another 
takes into account both the desired distance between two 
rafters 3 concerning the columns 1 on a facade, or the distance 
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between two purlins 4 for the columns 14 on a gable as well 
as the size of the frames 2 and 12 positioned respectively 
between two columns 1 and two columns 14. 

0046. The size of the frames 2 and 12 depends on the 
rigidity desired depending on the section of their vertical 8 
and horizontal 5 members, and their possible cross beams 7. 
They also depend on the desired dimensions of the openings 
on the inside of these same frames 2 and 12 for positioning 
doors and windows. 
0047. If the simplicity and speed of assembly depends 
mainly on elements such as prefabricated gable 12 and facade 
2 frames, the robustness of the building as well as its bracing 
are ensured thanks to the notion of supporting, both the ridge 
4 purlin and or the intermediate 4 purlins and the rafters 3 on 
the columns 1, 13 and 14 and holding in place each of these 
elements laterally between two vertical members 8 each 
belonging to a frame 2, 12 fixed on both sides to a column 1, 
13 and 14. 

0048. The two gable 12 frames surrounding the ridge 4 
purlin are thus connected to each other and to the column 13 
of the central gable. In the same manner, a second gable 12 
frame is also fixed on each side of the two sections of the roof 
between the second and third gable 14 column which also has 
an upper 6 member aligned with the slope of the first gable 
frame. In doing this, the second gable 14 column and all the 
following ones have their upper surface 14.1 bevelled and 
angled according to the slope of the roof. 
0049. In the same manner, the bolted threads 16 along a 
column 1, 13 and 14 connect the vertical 8 members erected 
on each side of this column. Thus the two gables of the 
building are assembled bearing the ridge 4 purlin. 
0050. By proceeding thus, the intermediary 4 purlins can 
be positioned between the ridge 4 purlin and a facade in order 
to provide support for the longest rafters 3 and thus avoid a 
buckling effect on the slope of the roof. 
0051) To these ends, each intermediary 4 purlin is placed 
on a non-bevelled gable column 14. The summit of the inter 
mediate purlin is therefore bevelled according to the slope of 
the roof. 

0052. In preference, in order to increase the rigidity of a 
gable or facade frame and also the entire structure of the 
building, high, low and intermediate cross beams are posi 
tioned between the two vertical 8 members of a frame 2 and 
12 so that once the structure of the facades and gables is in 
place, one or several transversal lines noticeably form at a 
same height around the periphery of the building. A line can 
be broken by the presence of a door or window type opening. 
0053. The structure of the building thus designed provides 
a structure which is self-supporting and self-bracing confer 
ring a high degree of rigidity to the assembled structure. 
0054 Assembly is however simple and rapid, since the 
defining walls of the building (gables and facades) are 
assembled before the placing and fixing of the ridge 4 purlin 
and all the primary rafters 3. 
0055. The frames 2 and 12 are easily erected by setting 
them on their base on the ground thus permitting their easy 
handling and simplified positioning when they are fixed along 
the columns of the building's construction. 
0056 Finally, cladding is applied to the walls of the build 
ing depending on the desired character of the building. This 
cladding is placed on the various frames and is screwed into 
both the profile of the four members and the cross beams. 
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0057 The structure being self-supporting, the cladding 
composed of prefabricated panels does not bear the weight of 
the roof frame and the roof. 

0058. The panels being prefabricated according to their 
dimensions sometimes require additional calpinage. These 
panels are of a sandwich structure having a first hardboard 
layer approximately 13 mm followed by an insulator Such as 
polyurethane or polystyrene or rockwool which provide ther 
mal and Sound insulation. Finally, a third layer also of 
approximately 13 mm also composed of hardboard closes this 
same panel. The roof frame can also have a traditional tile or 
Slate calpinage. 
0059. Depending on the dimension of the building and 
therefore on the height of the gable frames, the cross beams 
are in preference positioned at identical distances. 
0060. The fixing of the four members forming a frame 2 
and 12 as well as the possible fixing of crossbeams on the two 
vertical 8 members can be done in a traditional manner with, 
for example, screws but also, and in preference, by tenon and 
mortise. 

0061 This latter possibility, as well as conferring a great 
rigidity to the frame, also makes it easier to absorb any pos 
sible constraints without there being hard points inside the 
wood which could weaken an element. 

0062. It should be noted that for relatively small struc 
tures, by simply disconnecting the metallic shoes 10 from the 
ground it is possible to move the building, the respective roof 
and wall structures of which are completely connected, from 
one location to another, on large trucks for example. 
0063 FIGS. 3 and 4 show a method of assembly used for 
linking the vertical members of the frames to the columns as 
well as to the rafters 3 and purlins 4. 
0064. Threaded rods 16 with bolt heads are used for this 
with a section, indicative, of approximately 8 to 12 mm. The 
bolt heads being possibly round or square, screwed on both 
sides of the parts being assembled, the associated rods 16 
going through each of the same parts. 
0065. The bolted rods 16 going through each of the verti 
cal 8 members belonging to a gable 12 frame and through the 
purlin 4. The next ones are placed all along the column 14, 
through the column and the two vertical 8 members each 
belonging to a specific gable 12 frame. 
0066. In the same manner, at the summit of a facade frame 
2, a first rod 16 goes through the vertical 8 member of this 
same facade frame, the rafter 3 sitting on the column 1 receiv 
ing the frame 2 and finally the second vertical 8 member of a 
second facade frame 2 placed on the other side of the column 
1 and the rafter 3. 

0067. The bolt heads thus screwed on each end of the rod 
16, against the face of each vertical 8 member facing the 
inside of the frame 2, sandwich the assembly together. 
0068. The structure of the roof frame is thus completely 
connected to the structure of the walls of the building faced 
with both vertical constraints, for example a very high wind 
presenting the risk of a roof being torn off, and horizontal 
constraints, for example the effects of soil shear. 
0069. The method of fixing is the same for the rods 16 
placed below the first rod with the exception that they do not 
go through the rafter 3 Supported on the column. 
0070. As an indication, the space between two bolt heads 
along a vertical 8 member is approximately 20 to 30 cm. 
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(0071. In preference, where the bolt head of a rod 16 is 
tightened onto a vertical 8 member, the member 8 is bevelled 
to prevent the bolt head from sitting proud of the surface of 
this same member 8. 
0072. In the same manner, a bolt fixed on a corner column, 
that is at the joint between a facade and a gable, also has two 
bevels in its thickness for receiving the rod 16 bolt heads 
enabling the vertical 8 member to be fixed to a facade frame 
2 on one side and this to a gable frame 12 on the other. 
0073 FIG. 4 shows the profile 17 of cladding applied both 
on the Surfaces of the columns on the facade side and gable 
side as well as on the facade and gable frames. 
0074 These claddings are for example fixed by means of 
screws through the columns 1, 13 and 14 and vertical 8 
members of the frames. This cladding consists of hardboard 
panels or sandwich type panels as previously described. 
These panels allowing the application all over the walls of the 
building of coverings Such as, for example, render or paint. 
0075. The floor of the building consists of a covering fixed 
to the ground, for example a tiled floor or a wooden parquet 
floor. 
0076 A simple cement screed laid on the ground and in the 
dimensions of the base of the structure onto which are directly 
fixed metallic shoes 10 and brackets 11 at the base of the 
frames 2 and 12 is sufficient in itself. 
0077 Door and window frames are positioned directly 
between the vertical 8 members cutting out the crossbeams 7. 
0078. According to a preferred mode of embodiment, the 
material used for the construction of frames, purlins and 
rafters is wood with exotic varieties such as teak, jatoba and 
takamaka or pine varieties such as treated class 4 Landes pine. 
0079. In one variation, these elements can be made from 
metal elements such as interlocking tubes connected, for 
example with screws and nuts. 

0080. The method of assembling the structure of the 
building is in the following order: 
I0081) erect the gable 14 and facade 1 columns one 

after another, each one fixed to the ground by a fixing 
shoe 10, 

I0082 put together and fix the gable 12 frames and the 
facade 2 frames to the columns 1, 

I0083 place a ridge 4 purlin on two central 13 col 
umns of the gables and between two gable frame 12 
vertical 8 members, 

I0084 place the rafters 3 against the ridge 4 purlin, 
above a facade 1 column and between the vertical 8 
members of facade frames 2. 

0085. In preference, the placing of the first columns 1 and 
or 14 and respectively the first frames 2 and or 12 are done at 
an angle of the building for better stability and from the 
shortest frames towards the highest to simplify the placing 
and fixing of these. 

1-8. (canceled) 
9. A building, comprising: 
a plurality of columns; 
walls overa floor, each wall comprising one or more frames 

linked on both sides to said plurality of columns; and 
a roof having a slope and formed by a structure comprising 

at least one purlin or rafter, wherein each rafter sits on a 
column which has a summit bevelled inaccordance with 
said slope of said roof, and 
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wherein said each rafter is held in place laterally between 
two vertical members, and fixed on said column, said 
each rafter being associated with a frame comprising 
two vertical members, a lower horizontal member, an 
upper member and intermediate horizontal crossbeams, 
said upper member of said frame Substantially following 
an angle corresponding to said slope of said roof. 

10. The building of claim 1, wherein said structure com 
prises a purlin sitting on a column, said purlin is held in place 
laterally between two vertical members and fixed on said 
column, and said purlin is associated with a frame comprising 
said two vertical members, said lower horizontal member, 
said upper member and horizontal intermediate crossbeams, 
said upper member of said frame Substantially following said 
angle corresponding to said slope of said roof. 

11. The building of claim 1, wherein said plurality of 
columns includes a central gable column having a side cor 
responding to a section of said central gable column and said 
structure comprises a ridge purlin; and wherein a width of 
said side is substantially identical to a thickness (e) of said 
ridge purlin. 

12. The building of claim 1, wherein said plurality of 
columns includes a facade column having a side correspond 
ing to a section of said facade column and said structure 
comprises a rafter; and wherein a width (ec) of said rafter is 
substantially identical to a width of said side of said facade 
column. 

13. The building of claim 1, wherein said one or more 
frames comprises either a gable frame or a facade frame; and 
wherein said at least one purlin rafter is Substantially or par 
tially inserted between said two vertical members belonging 
to said gable frame or said at least one rafter is Substantially or 
partially inserted between said two vertical members associ 
ated with said facade frame. 

14. The building of claim 1, further comprising a fixing 
shoe for fixing said column to the ground. 

15. The building of claim 1, wherein said plurality of 
columns comprises a gable column having an upperside; and 
wherein surfaces of said upperside of said gable column, an 
upper side of said at least one rafter, a vertical member and 
said upper member of said frame are flush with respect to each 
other. 

16. A method for assembling a building comprising walls 
over a floor, each wall comprising one or more frames linked 
on both sides to columns to said plurality of columns and a 
roof formed by a structure comprising at least one purlin or 
rafter, the method comprising the steps in the following order: 

erecting gable and facade columns one after another, each 
column being fixed to the ground by a fixing shoe; 

constructing gable and facade frames and fixing said gable 
and facade frames to said columns; 

positioning a ridge purlin on two central columns of a gable 
frame and between two vertical members of said gable 
frame; and 

positioning a rafter against said ridge purlin, above a facade 
column and between two vertical members of a facade 
frame. 


